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Tracy Morris approaches each project
with a fresh eye and a holistic viewpoint. “One of the main reasons
clients come to me is because they’ve
found individual pieces they like, but
they don’t know how to put everything together,” Morris observes. “I
wouldn’t say I bring a particular style
to my work; instead, I design spaces
holistically, with my eye on an end
product that will speak to my clients’
personal style in a unified, refined and
elegant way.”
Morris founded Tracy Morris
Design in 2003 and works with a
staff of four on projects of all sizes
and styles. While the firm’s focus is
on residential design, Morris and
her team have also brought what
she describes as “a homey feel” to
commercial projects such as restaurants and bars. Whatever the project
type, Morris enjoys every phase of the
process, and feels her experience with
construction is what sets her apart
from many other interior designers.
“I have always loved the construction
aspect of design,” she relates. “Being
able to see a project through from
pouring the foundation to fluffing
the throw pillows, while working
with clients, architects and builders,
is rewarding to me.”
She adds, “Home is such an important place. I want to create spaces that
clients can enjoy for a lifetime.”
See more at HandD.com/TracyMorris

Clockwise from above: A painting over the fireplace in a Georgetown condo contrasts with a green Julian Chichester chair.
The kitchen of a McLean home by BarnesVanze Architects features a Waterworks backsplash, stools from Lee Industries and
Circa Lighting pendants. A serene McLean living room showcases custom artwork by Joelle Somero.
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Clockwise from opposite, top: Clean silhouettes and symmetry complement the classic style of a Georgetown abode by Cecchi Homes featuring Theodore Alexander chairs and
a French Accents rug. Morris updated The Willard Hotel’s venerable Round Robin Bar with Moore & Giles leather and classic Winfield wallpaper; she refinished the woodwork and
retained the iconic art that adorns the walls. An indoor pool in a McLean home by Artisan Builders boasts custom tiles and beams that connect to the wooded property.
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